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Learning in Logistics - Situation 
Image Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/kenjonbro/3418689657/ 
Workforce in logistics is inherently mobile 
 Regular education is hard to perform 
 
Situation is becoming increasingly complex 
 
Time  
restrictions 
Special  
goods 
Inter-
national 
Regulations 
Logistics operations are complex and vulnerable 
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Situation 
•  Logistics should be an ideal field for e-learning! 
•  But: use of e-learning is still not state of the art 
•  I’ll give three project examples for learning in logistics 
1. LogiAssist 2. Salomo 3. WEKIT 
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ASSISTANCE, COMMUNICATION AND 
EDUCATION  
FOR ROAD-BASED LOGISTICS 
 
THE LOGIASSIST PROJECT 
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LogiAssist – Learning & Assistance approach 
+ 
Dangerous goods 
DocStop 
Language learning 
Map 
Events 
Forms Education 
Community 
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Community 
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Location-based services 
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Results 
•  High interest raised in truck drivers 
•  Age-independent acceptance 
•  Integration in daily work rated important 
(combination of learning and assistance) 
•  Small learning units highly respected 
•  But 
–  Usability too complex 
–  Service completion required 
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GAME-BASED LEARNING FOR 
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 
IN DISRUPTIVE SITUATIONS 
 
THE SALOMO PROJECT 
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Terminal operations are complex and 
vulnerable 
Dobner et al,2001 
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Internal disruptions 
APP.com 
www.portstrategy.com 
External disruptions 
The Huffington Post, 2002 
usnews.nbc.com, 2012 
TIB,Wa 
Setsail.com 
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Idea: Gaming to train professionals to move 
towards Shared Situational Awareness (SSA) 
Game to simulate flow of information, communication, and 
decision making 
•  Multi user, multi-role game 
•  Conflicting game goals and information 
•  Communicative game elements 
•  Individual decisions and scorings 
à Gaming as tool for prediction of operator performance 
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SALOMO Game 
 
! !Version 1: Board game 
Version 2: Mobile game  
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Benefits 
•  Game was experienced as well 
balanced and fun to play 
•  Game was valued as an excellent 
training tool to learn about challenges 
in container terminal operations 
(awareness) 
Results for board game & mobile game 
Results for “The game as a training tool” 
Mobile Game 
•  Automated, distributable, scalable 
•  Data collection & feedback generation 
•  But: lack of informal communication & feedback 
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WEARABLE EXPERIENCE FOR 
KNOWLEDGE INTENSIVE TRAINING 
 
THE WEKIT PROJECT 
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We are surrounded by Augmented Reality 
& Wearable Technologies 
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WEKIT use cases   
3	Pilot	cases:	
–  Aircraft maintenance: exploiting AR and WT for 
inspections, decisions making and safety 
–  Healthcare: exploiting AR and WT for improving 
innovation in technology and responsibility in 
healthcare applications for medical imaging 
–  Space: exploiting AR and WT for astronauts training 
and for supporting the assembly integration and test 
of payloads and sub-systems  
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Aircra& maintenance: variety of aircra&s 
11 new Hawker Beechcraft 
King Air BE200PL21 
Ambulance aircraft
2 Eurocopter AS365N3 
Sea Pilot Operations
1 AgustaWestland AW139 
Scehduled Bodø - Værøy
1 Agusta A109E  
Sea Pilot Operation
1 Dornier Do228-202k og  
1 Do228NG (New Generation) 
Svalbard - Coast Guard
2 AWSARH AS332-L1 
Governor of Svalbard
4 AgustaWestland AW139  
HEMS
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Aircra& maintenance: Use Cases 
1.  Complex	task:	Engine	rigging	in	hangar	
2.  Non	complex	task:	Brake	wear	check	
3.  Pre-ﬂight	inspec?on 
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Affordances: 
which cultures of 
use to support? 
Viewpoints: 
from what 
perspective? 
 
Abstraction: 
what matters? 
what to pay  
        attention to? 
Editing: 
how to enrich or 
reduce? 
Social 
Scope: 
for individuals, 
teams, or more? 
Sensing: 
which senses and 
what sensors? 
Grand 
Challenges
? 
(Fominykh, Wild, Smith, 
Alvarez, & Morozov, 2014) 
Capture |  
Re-Enact 
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1 | Capture experience as it emerges 
for hands-on, live guidance 
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2 | Wear and repeat 
Re-enact tailored content; wear the expert experience 
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3 | Analyse & Post-Process 
Compare, spot critical errors, reflect. 
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Conclusions 
•  Learning approaches in Logistics should 
–  Integrate learning and assistance 
–  Be linked to the daily work situation 
–  Include communication and awareness 
LogiAssist 
-  Mobile Learning  
-  Learning & Assistance 
Salomo 
-  Game-based Learning 
-  Situational Awareness 
WEKIT 
-  AR & WT 
-  Expertise Transfer 
